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Foreword

Apache Spark is one of the most compelling technologies in the big data space and 
for good reason. It allows data scientists and data engineers alike to work in their 
language of choice (Java, Scala, Python, SQL, and R as of this writing) to make sense 
of their data. As ReynoldXin noted, Apache Spark is the Swiss Army Knife of big 
data analytics tools. It allows you to use one tool to do many things from real-time 
streaming to advanced analytics. And in no small part, the versatility and power of 
GraphX has helped Spark propel forward.

Apache Spark Graph Processing follows Rindra's journey into solving complex analytics 
problems. As a PhD graduate in electrical engineering from the University of 
British Columbia, he focused on applying learning and optimization algorithms to 
achieve energy-efficient wireless networks. As he dove further into these problems, 
he realized the ease of which he could solve graph-processing problems by using 
Apache Spark GraphX. With a tutorial style and hands-on projects with interesting 
datasets, this book is a reflection of his path from getting started with Apache Spark 
GraphX to iterative graph parallel processing to learning graph structures.

This book is a great jump-start into GraphX, a practical guide for large-scale graph 
processing, and a testament to the author's enthusiasm for the Spark community 
(and the community as a whole).

Denny Lee

Technology Evangelist, Databricks

Advisor, WearHacks
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Preface
This book is intended to present the GraphX library for Apache Spark and to teach 
the fundamental techniques and recipes to process graph data at scale. It is intended 
to be a self-study step-by-step guide for anyone new to Spark with an interest in or 
need for large-scale graph processing.

Distinctive features
The focus of this book is on large-scale graph processing with Apache Spark. The 
book teaches a variety of graph processing abstractions and algorithms and provides 
concise and sufficient information about them. You can confidently learn all of it and 
put it to use in different applications.

• Step-by-step guide: Each chapter teaches important techniques for 
every stage of the pipeline, from loading and transforming graph data to 
implementing graph-parallel operations and machine learning algorithms.

• Hands-on approach: We show how each technique works using the Scala 
REPL with simple examples and by building standalone Spark applications.

• Detailed code: All the Scala code in the book is available for download from 
the book webpage of Packt Publishing.

• Real-world examples: We apply these techniques on open datasets collected 
from a broad variety of applications ranging from social networks to food 
science and sports analytics.
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What this book covers
This book consists of seven chapters. The first three chapters help you to get 
started quickly with Spark and GraphX. Then, the next two chapters teach the core 
techniques and abstractions to manipulate and aggregate graph data. Finally, the 
last two chapters of this book cover more advanced topics such as graph clustering, 
implementing graph-parallel iterative algorithms with Pregel, and learning methods 
from graph data.

Chapter 1, Getting Started with Spark and GraphX, begins with an introduction to the 
Spark system, its libraries, and the Scala Build Tool. It explains how to install and 
leverage Spark on the command line and in a standalone Scala program.

Chapter 2, Building and Exploring Graphs, presents the methods for building Spark 
graphs using illustrative network datasets.

Chapter 3, Graph Analysis and Visualization, walks you through the process of 
exploring, visualizing, and analyzing different network characteristics.

Chapter 4, Transforming and Shaping Up Graphs to Your Needs, teaches you how to 
transform raw datasets into a usable form that is appropriate for later analysis.

Chapter 5, Creating Custom Graph Aggregation Operators, teaches you how to create 
custom graph operations that are tailored to your specific needs with efficiency in 
mind, using the powerful message-passing aggregation operator in Spark.

Chapter 6, Iterative Graph-Parallel Processing with Pregel, explains the inner workings  
of the Pregel computational model and describes some use cases.

Chapter 7, Learning Graph Structures, introduces graph clustering, which is useful  
for detecting communities in graphs and applies it to a social music database.

What you need for this book
To learn effectively from this book, it is helpful to have a beginner-level 
programming experience with Scala. However, intermediate functional constructs or 
Scala-specific syntax are highlighted and explained as they appear in the book. Prior 
experience with Spark's core API or with the MapReduce framework is beneficial but 
not required.

It is also beneficial to follow along with the examples, using a Windows or Unix 
computer with a Java Development Kit environment. More details on the system 
requirements are described in the first chapter.


